
PowerPoint: Glossary: Some Illustrations 
Chapter 2 
Photo Descriptions 
 
Slide 2:  
 
Photo description: A hard suitcase opened to show 
assortment of Assistive Listening Devices with a hand 
picking up a specific device. 
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Left photo description: A person’s hands hold up the FM 
kit with attached cord.  
 
Middle photo description: A person’s hands hold the FM 
kit and a microphone, in front of the FM control board.  
 
Right photo description: A close-up of the FM control 
board.  
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Upper left photo description: Blurry photo. 
 
Lower left photo description: A picnic table on a lawn. 
 
Left Caption: Poor Acuity (blurry vision) 
 
 



Upper right photo description: Blurry photo with clear 
vision in the center. 
 
Lower left photo description: A few bush-like plants in the 
ground. 
 
Right Caption: Reduced Field (tunnel vision) 
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Left photo description: The instructor signs. 
 
Caption: 1) Instructor calls for questions. 
 
Middle photo description: The instructor looks at the copy 
signer.  
 
Caption: 2) Instructor waits for copy signer to finish. 
 
Right photo description: The copy signer points toward 
the instructor.  
 
Caption: 3) Copy signer finishes; indicate participants 
should look to instructor again. 
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Left photo description:  A television screen shows a VP 
call is in session. There are two boxes on the screen, a 
relay interpreter and the DB caller.  
 



Right photo description: Two people seated (heads are not 
shown), the DB caller and a communicator facilitator on a 
videophone call.  
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Photo description: A paper with text written on it, “Bold 
print with a felt tip marker on buff paper.”  
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Left photo description: A tactile map of the Seabeck 
Retreat Center. 
 
Caption: Tactile Map 
 
Right photo description: A signer is conversing with a 
signer out of the picture frame through tactile sign 
language.  
 
Caption: Tactual – signing 
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Photo description:  A DB Communicator device on a table.  
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Photo description: A seated signer is on a VP call, signing 
to his smart phone on the table. 
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Photo description: A video relay interpreter is working on 
a three-way relay call, looking at a computer; on the 
computer screen are a deaf person and some text.   

 
 


